Critical mission: Support successful hosting of Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games

3. Make collective efforts to promptly secure means of transport

Serious situation

- Some transport systems to venues may be disrupted, affecting athletes and spectators
- Principal train stations near large capacity venues may flood with masses of people
- There may be serious traffic congestion and abandoning of vehicles

Certain areas could see surge in spectators in addition to general traffic

Some transport systems to venues may be disrupted, affecting spectators and others

Principal train stations near large capacity venues may become flooded with masses of people

(1) Promptly secure transportation means to venues, etc.

Examples of measures

1) Swiftly make alternative transport arrangements in areas without train service

- Work with government agencies and business associations to conduct training for communicating information about alternative transport in areas without train service. Revise the "Kanto District Transport Bureau Guideline on Alternative Transport for Passengers" as necessary.

2) Ensure safety of trains and aircraft

- In areas anticipated to experience large tremors in a Tokyo Inland Earthquake or other disasters, provide supports for routes that meet certain conditions, e.g., 10,000 people or more travel one way per day.
- Make runways, etc. earthquake proof to ensure airports’ function for air transport.

Need to coordinate general traffic and traffic from the Games and swiftly secure means for transporting people and goods during the Games

Need to take prior measures to ensure transport means even in times of disaster

- Surround with steel plate
- Viaduct strengthening
- Seismic strengthening of airport

Refer to the situation in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area after the Great East Japan Earthquake.